CENTRAL FLORIDA REGIONAL
SPEECH CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT MEETING

Date: Friday, February 23, 2018
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Location: Valencia College
School of Public Safety, Room 227

AGENDA

I. Welcome

II. Goal Setting
   - Introductions (15 minutes)
   - Goal of Curriculum Alignment - Karen & Harrison (10 minutes)
   - Speech Learning Outcomes - Courtney Lewis (10 minutes)
   - Assessment Criteria / Rubrics - Karisa & Mayra (10 minutes)
   - Introduction of Speeches - Christine Hanlon (5 minutes)

III. Assessment of Speeches
   - Informative Speeches - Think-Pair-Share (45 minutes)**
     - Strengths / Weaknesses
     - Feedback to students

IV. Lunch (30 minutes)
   - Persuasive Speeches - Think-Pair-Share (45 minutes)**
     - Strengths / Weaknesses
     - Feedback to students

V. Debrief and Next Steps - Harrison (10 minutes)

**Christine, Courtney, Karisa & Mayra
MINUTES

ATTENDEES

UCF: Emilie Bottorff, Tim Brown, Teresa Dorman, Christine Hanlon, Shari Hodgson, Harrison Oonge, Absent with apology: Karisa Workman

The meeting begin at 10:13am

WELCOME / INTRODUCTIONS
Harrison Oonge introduced himself and asked others to introduce himself/herself.

GOAL SETTING
INTRODUCTIONS
Harrison Oonge reviewed the agenda and discussed the goals for the meeting.

GOAL OF CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
Harrison Oonge and Karen Borglum gave a brief history of the Curriculum Alignment Initiative and its overall goals. Karen Borglum also discussed how the Curriculum Alignment Initiative, as it relates to speech assessment, will be integrated into the Downtown Campus programming.

SPEECH LEARNING OUTCOMES
(The SPC 1608: Fundamentals of Speech Topics, Sub-topics and Learning Outcomes doc can be accessed via this link: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wmBNBHZtascvD1CWYB8trXo6h2msh_0O0UGKGCgsa0/edit#gid=117834422)

Courtney Lewis reviewed the course learning outcomes/indicators for SPC 1608: Fundamentals of Speech. Courtney noted that there are some differences between UCF and Valencia – notably that UCF uses one textbook across all SPC 1608 courses and Valencia uses several textbooks across all campuses. Shari Hodgson asked how these learning outcomes are shared with faculty teaching SPC 1608. Mayra Holzer stated there is a common course learning outcome shared with the speech faculty.

Christine Hanlon acknowledged Valencia’s extensive inclusion of learning outcomes in their course syllabi.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA / RUBRICS

Shari Hodgson (on behalf of Karisa Workman) shared UCF’s SPC 1608 rubric (see attached). Mayra Holzer shared Valencia’s SPC 1608 rubric (see attached). These rubrics were used during the assessment of the speech videos.

INTRODUCTION OF SPEECHES

Christine Hanlon introduced the student speeches.

ASSESSMENT OF SPEECHES

INFORMATIVE SPEECHES – THINK-PAIR-SHARE

Participants viewed two sample videos of UCF students giving an informative speech. Using the Think-Pair-Share activity sheet, participants then assessed the following:

- Students strengths related to content; delivery
- Areas to improve related to content; delivery

Participants shared and discussed feedback.

LUNCH BREAK WAS HELD FROM 12:08 – 12:45PM

ASSESSMENT OF SPEECHES

PERSUASIVE SPEECHES – THINK-PAIR-SHARE

Participants viewed two sample videos of UCF students giving a persuasive speech. Using the Think-Pair-Share activity sheet, participants then assessed the following:

- Students strengths related to content; delivery
- Areas to improve related to content; delivery

Participants shared and discussed feedback.

Teresa Dorman asked what the group would grade the speeches. Feedback ranged from B-D grades.

NEXT STEPS / ACTION ITEM(S):

- Send access to Google drive to all attendees.
- Invite SPC 1608 Downtown faculty to future speech CA meetings.
- Align rubrics in further discussions.
- Harrison Oonge and Karen Borglum to resend Qualtrics survey.

CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT CONFERENCE

The spring 2018 Curriculum Alignment Conference is scheduled for Friday, March 2, 2018 at Valencia College, Special Events Center. Harrison Oonge encouraged all participants to attend.

SET NEXT MEETING DATE & IDENTIFY HOST

The next Speech curriculum alignment meeting will be held on April 6, 2018 at the School of Public Safety, Valencia College.

The meeting adjourned at 2:00pm